Introduction
The rotational level structure of pairs of nearestneighbouring ortho molecules in a solid parahydrogen matrix has attracted considerable experimental investigation. This structure has been studied by nmr and specific heat techniques, and more directly by near infrared, neutron, and Raman scattering, ' Supported by a grant froni the National Research Council of Canada. and microwave absorption experiments. References to these various experiments can be found in refs. 1 and 2. The microwave spectra of ortho pairs were first obtained by Hardy and Berlinsky (I), and then by Hardy, Berlinksy, and Harris (2) . These experiments had far greater accuracy than all previous determinations of the pair spectra, and the relative positions of nearly all the pair levels were established to an accuracy on the order of cm-'. These results present a challenge since their interpretation 0008-4204/79/030307-20$0 1 .00/0 01979 National Rese;rrch Council of CanadalConseil national de rechel-ches du Canada requires the introduction of the finer details of the anisotropic intermolecular interaction and of the interaction of the pair with the surrounding matrix.
The theory of the anisotropic interactions in solid hydrogen existing in 1975 was sun~rnarized by Harris (3) . According to this theory, the general anisotropic interaction between a pair of ortho molecules in solid parahydrogen contains two types of terms: those which are invariant under siniultaiieous rotations of the two ortho molecules about the pair axis (axially symmetric terms) and those not invariant under such rotations. The most general interaction between two isolated hydrogen molecules beloiigs to the first category. In the presence of only the axially symmetric interaction, the nine-fold degenerate rotational level of two J = I ortho molecules splits into six levels of which three are doubly degenerate. This remaining degeneracy is removed by terms in the interaction of the second type, called "doublet-splitting" terms. The origiii of these ternis lies necessarily in the interaction with degrees of freedom other than the orientations of the two ortho molecules.
Two types of doublet-splitting terms were considered in ref. 3 , the cryst~lline field and the threebody polarization interactions. The former were treated phenomenologically and include all the anisotropic interactions depending on the orientation of only one of the two molecules. The latter include the orientatio~ial polarizability effects as well as the dielectric screening effects which were also considered in ref. 4 . Hardy and Berlinsky ( I ) attempted to interpret the microwave spectra on the basis of this theory but concluded that the theory was incomplete. The main difficulty concerned the fitting of the observed doublet splittings, and agreement with experiment could be obtained only by assigning a negative value to the static polarizability of the molecules. This difficulty was resolved in refs. 5 and 6 by introducing the doublet splittiiig interaction arising from the anisotropic renormalization of the EQQ interaction by the zero-point lattice vibrations. The magnitude of this effect is proportional to the non-axiality parameter, q , (cf. [56] ), of the anisotropic distribution function of the relative displacements of the two interacting molecules. In ref. 5 this parameter was introduced phenomenologically and its values for in-plane (ip) and out-of-plane (op) pairs were obtained by fitting the microwave spectra reported in ref. I. However, this fit required rather large values of the crystalline field parameters V, and AB describing the effects of the local distortion of the lattice due to ortho impurities (7) . This approach was criticized by Harris and Berlinsky (S), who compared the work (5) with the much more extensive analysis of the pair level structure given in ref. 6 . The latter work is superior to ref. 5 in that in addition to the q-effect it includes several other new effects such as the quadrupole-induced strain (mainly axial terms), admixtures of the J = 3 states of the ortho molecules by the EQQ interaction (axial), and the higher order polarization interactions which give a small doublet-splitting contribution. Nevertheless, the theory (6) is not entirely successful in that it fails to explain the observed splitting of the F = 1, M = 1 doublet, where F, M refer to the total angular momentum of the ortho pair. As pointed out by Harris and Berlinsky (8) , this is the main remaining problem in the interpretation of the microwave spectra whose resolutioii is unlikely to be found in a more exact treatment of the strain effects.
In our opinion, this problem arises in ref. 6 from an incorrect parametrization of the q-effect. According to ref. 6 , the main contribution to 11 comes from the anisotropy in the immediate crystalline environment of the pairs, which is less axially symmetric for op than for ip pairs. This led the authors of refs. 2 and 6, henceforth referred to as HBH, to postulate that A discussioii of the validity of [I] can be found in ref. 9 . The main point is that another contribution to q exists, arising from the anisotropy of the phonon field associated with the uniaxial symmetry of the hcp lattice, which gives a larger coiitribution to ~( i p ) than to q(op). In ref. 9 we have calculated these contributions on the basis of a generalized Debye model in which the dependence of the phonon frequencies and polarization vectors on the direction of propagation is taken into account. In contrast to [I] , these contributions have the ratio
The theoretical values of q obtained in ref. 9 turn out to be in good agreement with the values required to describe the doublet splittings, as will be discussed in the present paper.
Another important feature of the present work is a unified treatment of the various phonon renormalization effects. Our treatment is based on the relation t31 1 -k l , l -, = constant x I ( / + I) between the reduction factors, ,, of the different multipolar interactions, (10, 11) . The relation [3] can be derived by tensor algebra on the assumption that the distribution function of the relative displacements of two molecules in the solid is independent of their angular momenta. This allows us to parametrize the phonon renormalizations of all the two-and three-body interactions whose dependence on the position variables of the interacting molecules is known accurately, by using only two latticedynamical parameters. These parameters are (u, -u1 2)/R02 and <, cf.
[77], [55] , describing, respectively, the mean radius and eccentricity of the oblate ellipsoid associated with the pair correlation matrix, cf. ref. 9 . We also correct an error appearing in ref. 6 in the renormalization of the second-order EQQ Fteraction between the two ortho molecules (the / B terms). In ref. 6 it is assumed that this renornialization is given by the factor which augments the interaction constants by about 30%. The correct renor~nalization factors, calculated in this paper, are different for the different two-body terms and lead to increases varying from 50 to 7 0 x .
Finally we remark that we d o not attempt here to include via a microscopic theory the strain effects, or in the terminology of ref. 7, the quasi-static distortion effects, which were discussed in ref. 8 . Agreeing in principle that these effects contribute to all the different symmetry terms in the effective Hamiltonian, we feel that the inclusion of these effects, other than the EQQ-induced strain, at this stage requires the introduction of too many adjustable parameters. This situation will, of course, change once a reliable theory has been developed of the quasi-static distortion effect for ortho pairs.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Sect. 2 we give the symmetry classification of the effective, anisotropic Hainiltonian in the manifold of rotational states of an ortho pair. This classification is different and, in our view, more convenient than that given in ref. 6 . Each term in the effective Hamiltonian is a tensor operator irreducible under simultaneous rotations of the two ortho molecules. The products of such operators can be expanded in a Clebsch-Gordan series with coefficients given by an expression [36] involving no summations over the magnetic quantum numbers (12) . In Sect. 3 we review the various contributions to the effective Hamiltonian in the rigid lattice. The renormalization of these interactions by the zero-point lattice vibrational motion is considered in Sect. 4. In Sect. 5 we use the theory to interpret the nlicrowave absorption spectra (2), and to derive empirical values of certain parameters characterizing the anisotropic interactions in the solid. The paper concludes with a discussion of the results obtained here and a comparison with the work of HBH.
Symmetry Properties of the Effective Hamiltonian for a Pair of Ortho Molecules in
Solid Parahydrogen In the single-particle manifold, F, corresponding t o a given value of the angular momentum, J2 = F ( F + l), the operators IFM)(FMII, M , M ' = F, F -1 , . . . , -F, form a complete set in the sense that any linear operator in F can be expressed as a linear combination of these operators. A set of linear combinations of the operators IFM)(FMII with unitary coefficients also forms a complete set. For our purpose, a particularly convenient set is the one transforming irreducibly under rotations, obtained by using the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients and defined as [5] e,,,(
The operators [5] are defined in the full Hilbert space of the system but have non-vanishing matrix elements only within F, where they can be represented by explicit expressions in terms of the components of the angular momentum operator, J. These so-called equivalent operators (13) will not be used here, because we need only the transformation properties of the operators [5] . For F = I, the operators [5] are proportional to the F,"' introduced The most general effective Hamiltonian in the the ortho molecules (I, = 0 or l2 = 0) when one manifold (F, = 1) @ (F2 = I ) of two ortho mole-considers the interactions common to ortho-ortho cules in solid parahydrogen can be expressed in terms and ortho-para pairs. One can then use the full point of the operators sy~iimetry of the hcp lattice arid show that this con-
The coefficients H(;;,fz) satisfy the following symmetry conditions (6) . From the her~niticity of fi it follows that whereas time reversal requires that terins with odd values of I, + 1, drop out, assuming that velocity dependent interactions are absent,
Further restrictions arise from the symmetry properties of the lattice which is hcp (15). In the presence of ortho impurities, the anisotropic interactions distort the equilibriunl configuration of the molecules, so that the lattice loses its periodicity. This would lead to the appearance of terms in [I] with no particular syiiimetry other than [I21 and [13] . We treat these terms as corrections to the undistorted lattice in a phenomenological way.
T o take advantage of the syminetry of the undistorted hcp lattice with two neighbouring ortho impurities, we define, following ref. 3, a local coordinate frame for each pair in such a way that both ortho molecules lie on the local z axis and the local x-2 plane is a plane of reflection symmetry. For the precise definition of the local frames, see refs. 3 and 9. The local frames used in HBH ere slightly different. The conditions imposed on H(;;,fZ) by symmetry assume their simplest forin in the appropriate local frame. First, the fra~nes have been chosen such that as first noted by Naka~nura (Ib), cf. also ref. 9 .
The symmetry conditions [12] -[I71 leave 17 independent parameters in [I I] for each type of pair corresponding to the coefficients H(I;,f2) with the following values of (I,:,"), where ni refers to the respective pair frame, and for both types of pair, and A nuniber of these parameters are eliminated by the perturbation scheme ~lsed (6) in the calculation of the ortho-pair states, whicli we also adopt. The axially syininetric interactions [19] , of which the EQQ one is the most important term (16) , are assunied to dominate over the interactions of the types [20] and [21] . The axial interactions split the nine-fold degenerate ortho-pair level into six levels three of which are doublets, cf. Fig. 1 . The remaining interactions are included only t o zeroth order, i.e., only within the remaining doublets. The only nonvanishing contributions come from the 'doubletsplitting' terms [20] , and all the terms [21] which are neither axial nor doublet-splitting may be neglected.
Interactions in the Rigid Lattice
The interaction energy between two isolated H 2 molecules can be written in the form 
hydrogen. ( ( I )
Including only the axial terms [19] . (6) Including the doublet-splitting terms [20] . The states jFM) are labelled and by the eigenvalues of the total angular momentum of the pair, cf. eq. 1101, and ,~( F M )
.
column represents the structure whlch results from including only the first order EQQ ~nteraction.
where o , , o, specify the orientations of the two molecules relative to a space-fixed frame, R , , = R, -R l , and are the bipolar harmonics (14) , which should be distinguished from the corresponding operators [7] in the F, @ F, manifold. The sum in [22] is restricted to even values of I,, I,, and I. In the solid at normal densities, the anisotropic part of [22] is small compared to the spacing of the rotational levels of an H,
The interactions contributing to the anisotropic part of [22] include, besides the EQQ interaction, the valence, dispersion, and induction forces (18) . Following HBH, we neglect the contributions of the non-EQQ interactions to the second-order term [27] . The effect of the non-EQQ interactions on the ortho-pair levels (F, = F2 = 1) can then be described by a relatively small number of parameters, viz., where I = 0, 2, 4 and
The most recent a b initio estimates of the parameters [29] are those of Raich et crl. (19) . The values they reco~nmend at the nearest-neighbour separation (which they take to be Rot = 3.756 A) are given in Table 1 .
These estimates should be regarded as rather crude because of the large uncertainty in the calculation of the valence forces. The EQQ contribution to [22] , which corresponds to I, = I, = 2, 1 = 4, is known very accurately. The fact that EQQ contributes only to I = I, + 1, is characteristic for multipole interaction (20) .
With respect to an arbitrary frame, the EQQ interaction can be written in the form [321 and this is the value we will use.
The first-order part, P ( ' ) , of the effective interaction between two J = 1 n~olecules is obtained from [22] by restricting the sum to I,, I, I 2 and replacing the bipolar harmonics by the operators [7] using 
The terms 1, = 2 , 1, = 0 and I , = 0 , l 2 = 2 will be considered separately, cf.
[42].
T o calculate the second-order contribution [27] due to the EQQ interaction, it is convenient to use the following expression (12) for the product of tensor operators with matrix elements restricted to parts of Hilbert space, Tile rlielectric ~c r~~t l i t i g (3, 4) results from the quadrupole-induced dipole forces and its contribution is of the form where p = u/Ro3, u being the isotropic H2 polarizability (Table I) , and the SLIIII extends over all para molecules. Tlie dependence of a on the angular momentum of the molecule (22) leads to a sniall contribution to the crystalline field term dB, and the anisotropic part of the polarizability tensor contributes to the coefficients E,. However, the magnitude of these two corrections is well within the present uncertainty in these parameters, and these effects will therefore be neglected. ~' y ' Table 3 with respect to the pair frames.
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Only the independent coefficients are given, the others being deducible with the help of the symmetry relations [12] - [16] . We have tabulated separately the co~itributions from the four nearest neighbours common to the two ortho molecules (first shell), the remaining 14 nearest neighbours of tlie pair (second shell), and the net contributions from the more distant neighbours. The reason for separating these contributions is that they suffer different phonon renormalizations, as will be discussed in tlie next section. (5) we had computed these sums taking into accou~it all neighbours, and found that tlie second and residual shells contribute appreciably, in some cases changing tlie order of ~nag~iitude or the sign of a particular sum. However, when co~iibined in the forni of irreducible tensors, tlie su~iis usually show a niuch faster convergence, as is evident fro111 Table 3 . The result is that the first-shell contributions dominate tlie effects of both tlie dielectric screening and tlie rotational polarization on tlie ortho-pair levels, and that tlie residual-shell contributions are negligible.
Phonon Renormalizatiori of the
Interrnolec~~lar Interactions Since we are interested in temperatures ( 5 4 K) low compared to tlie Debye temperature ( 2 100 K), we may assume that the crystal is at 0 K. The effect of the lattice vibrations on the anisotropic interactions will be taken into account in the usual way by averaging tlie latter over the zero-point motion keeping tlie orientations of the niolecules constant relative to space-fixed axes. This results in a significant renormalization of all the two-and three-body interactions introduced in Sect. 3. Because of the relatively large uncertainty in the functional dependence of the coefficients in [22] on R , , for tlie nonquadrupolar interactions, we shall not attempt to calculate the renormalization of these interactions from first principles. If the distribution function of tlie relative displacements of the two interacting ~iiolecules is assumed to be symnietric about the intermolecular axis, the11 the renor~iialization does not alter the form of the tensorial expansion [22] but only the magnitudes of the parameters [29] . The s~nall anisotropy of tlie pair distribution function may be neglected for the non-EQQ interactions. We therefore simply replace the coefficients E , by re~iormalized coefficients, g,, and treat the latter as adjustable parameters.
The renormalization of the multipole interactions, on the other hand, can be performed in detail if one knows the air distribution function. The renormalization of these interactions is very sensitive to the precise shape of the distribution function, inasmuch as a spherically symmetric distribution leads to no renormalization at all for multipole interactions. Effects associated with the anisotropy of the pair distribution function are considered in Sect. 4A. In Sect. 4B we consider the renormalization of the polarization interactions, such as the second-order effect [39] 
In calculating these renormalization effects it is assumed that the lattice vibrations themselves are not affected by the rotational motion of the molecules. In reality, the anisotropic forces due to the two ortho impurities slightly alter the zero-point motion of the lattice. The elastic energy of the resulting distortion (7) depends on the orientations of the molecules and thus gives rise to an additional effective interaction in the manifold of the ortho-pair states (7, 8) . These dynamical effects are discussed in Sect. 4C.
A. Renormulization of the Mirltipole Interactions
The electrostatic interaction between a 2"-and a 2'~-pole molecular charge distribution can be written in the form (20) where I = I, + I,, V , ,~, ( R~) is the coupling constant, and [65] we obtain multipole interactions are reduced by the zero-point lattice motion. The oblateness parameter, (, and the [661 kj4(av) = 0.9 1 nonaxiality parameter, 11, may be regarded as independent of the angular monienta of the two iiiolecules, since the lattice vibrations are mainly determined by the isotropic intermolecular forces. It then follows that the reduction factors for the different inultipole interactions satisfy simple algebraic relations. In particular, from [59] we obtain where is the quadrupolar reduction factor.
The second term in [58] leads to an effective interaction with different tensorial properties. The existence of such an interaction is contingent upon a deviation of the pair distribution function from cylindrical symmetry about the pair axis. For the EQQ interaction we have (5, 6 ) and the corresponding interaction term contributes t o the splitting of the ground state doublet.
In a inicroscopic calculation of the parameters ( and q one can distinguish two contributions. One can be expressed in terms of properties of the phonon dispersion relations, such as the difference between the longitudinal and transverse speeds of sound, and the dependence of the frequencies and polarization vectors on the angle between the direction of propagation and the crystal axis. These effects can be calculated on the basis of an anisotropic Debye model (9, 23) . The other contribution is due to the short-range correlations between the motions of nearest neighbouring molecules, which can be taken into account in a perturbed Einstein or Hartree model (3, 6 , 9) . For the quadrupole reduction factor corresponding to the value ( = 0.012 of the oblateness parameter. This result agrees with that obtained in HBH, E, , , = 0.907, 011 the basis of a self-consistent calculation including both the phonon allisotropic and the short-range correlations. However, the difference Akj4 was not obtained in HBH.
The non-axiality parameter 11 was calcitlated in ref. B. Reiior~molizatioii of tlie Polcii~izlitioir 1iiter.cicfioir.c.
As discussed in Sect. 3, the effective EQQ interaction in the manifold F, @ Fz consists of a firstand a second-order part. It was suggested by HBH that the renormalization of tlie second-order part, [39] , can be effected by multiplying the coefficients B(;;f2) by the factor f defined by [4] . As will now be explained, this approach is not completely correct and must be modified. With respect to an arbitrary frame which is fixed in space and does not follow the molecular motion, the coefficients in [39] can be shown to be given by C7OI C(441; 00) B' f;,!"( R , , ) = C(441; t i~' m " i~~) f ,,,,,( R,, 2)f4,,,,,( R , ,~) B ' {~" ( R~) This nieans that the second-order EQQ interaction increases by 50-702, depending on the value of I, when averaged over tlie zero-point motion. For comparison, we can treat the factor f of [4] in the same approximation, and we find The renormalization of the three-body interactions can be performed in a similar way. 
is described sufficiently accurately by the isotropic Debye model (7) in which the phonon frequencies are assumed to be independent of the polarization and propagation directions. In terms of this tiiodel we have [98] (uiiij),,, = -:-6,,,(ii2) (I -cos qD Rij)(qD R ;~) -' where (ii2) refers to the single-particle distribution, and qD is the radius of the Debye sphere. For a closepacked lattice, rl,Ro = ( 6 7~~~' 2 ) ' /~ = 4.375, and the value of (ti2) in solid H 2 as measured by inelastic neutron scattering (25) is (ii2) = 0.48 A2. As seen from [96]-[98], the one-phonon renormalization of the three-body interactions depends on the shape of the triangle formed by the three interacting molecules. However, the renormalization is appreciable only for nearest neighbours, and hence we need consider only the first two shells. We can then express [97] Table 4 .
C. Self-energy Effects and Dynatnical Ret7ort7zalization of tlie Atiisott.opic Ititercrctiotis In addition to the renormalization effects discussed so far, the coupling between the rotational motion of the niolecules and the lattice vibrations leads to a number of typical self-energy effects arising froni the eniission and reabsorption of virtual phonons (7). For single ortho impurities these effects are the main source of the crystalline field (7, 26) . For ortho pairs, several additional effects appear in second-order perturbation theory, viz., the quadrupole induced strain (HBH), exchange of virtual phonons by the two ortho molecules, and cross terms between the ortho-ortho and ortho-para interactions. As pointed out in ref. 8 , these effects contribute to all of the symmetry parameters [19, 201 , and in general these contributions are In-plane pairs Out-of-plane pairs different for ip and op pairs. The difference in the lowering of the ortho pair levels due to the phonon selfenergy effect is of particular importance in determining the relative position of the energy levels of ip and o p pairs. Leaving a fuller treatment of these self-energy effects to another paper, we include here only the Q-induced strain which is also the only effect included in HBH. This interaction may be calculated by assuming that the relative displacement of the two ortho molecules has a spherical distribution and can be described by a simple Einstein model. The unperturbed Hamiltonian of the two ortho molecules is thus given by and the perturbation, V, is the potential of the average force between the two molecules due to the EQQ interaction, where rr,, = rr2 -11, and
The factor 5,, describing the reduction of the quadrupole induced force is related to 5,, by [61] . T o second order, the shifts in the energy levels due to the perturbation [I081 are determined by the equivalent operator where Po is the projection operator onto the manifold F, = F2 = I. where, relative to the pair frame, and g is the dimensionless parameter
The Einstein frequency can be estimated from the width of the single-particle distribution, eq.
[52] of ref. 9, giving T,/hw, = 1.3 x
In the Einstein model, we have (rr,,') = 2(1r2), giving and hence which is the value we will use in Sect. 5 .
Tlie Effective Pair Hamiltonian and Frequency Fit of the Microwave Spectra
The ,110565 10 The contribution of each term in [I I] to the energy of the pair levels is found by using the WignerEckart theore111 (14) and the reduced matrix elements [8] . The resultant matrix elements are summarized In Table 5 As pointed out by HBH, the intensity of B2 is anomalously high and cannot be explained by an 'electric' violation of the selection rules (1) due to the anisotropic part of the polarizability. 'Mechanical' violation of the selection rules may accoulit for the anolnalous intensity, and HBH suggest a possible mixing of the states 100) and 110). However, an admixture of 100) into 110) would allow only transitions froni the (21)-state, since the transition (21)+ -+ (00) is also forbidden. Moreover, the interaction which would mix the (00) and (10) and AB(p) = 0, which corresponds to neglecting the quasistatic distortion induced by the pair of irnpurities. By adjusting the remaining four parameters (Eo, E2, E4, PC) we find that So can then be satisfied to an accuracy of about 0.3 GHz, which is better than the fit in ref. 2 involving a larger number of free parameters. By relaxing the above constraints and solving So exactly, we find A = -0.25 x which has the same sign as predicted by the Einstein model (9) and which results in Next, we proceed to vary the assumed value of 554, and for each value of e5, we solve the system So exactly for the parameters [120] . For each value of c54 we can then calculate Ai" (21) and A0"' (22) .
These calculated values are plotted as functions of the assumed value of e5, in Fig. 2 . We have included the contributions to these doublet splittings of the higher-order, three-body polarization interactions calculated by HBH and scaled by To3/B2, ToZp/B, and Top2. These terms contribute mainly to A (22) . Using the unrenormalized values TO3/B2 = 2.49 x To2p/B = 3.29 x and Top2 = 4.36 x lop3 GHz, we find the foliowing values for these contributions to the doublet splitting, in gigahertz:
As seen from C5, is the same for ip and o p pairs to the accuracy of 1 in lo3. This is illustrated in Fig. 3 , where the predicted value of Ei"(lO) -Ein(21) is plotted against an assumed difference A5 = C5,(ip) -C,,(op). As mentioned earlier, the plot in Fig. 3 is independent of an assumed value of the average reduction factor Table 6 . The zero of energy chosen in Table 6 is arbitrary and does not coincide with the energy of two non-interacting ortho molecules. With the help of Table 6 , we can predict the frequencies of the most important as yet unobserved lines, L,, . . . , L,, viz., in gigahertz. 
Discnssion and Conclusions
The values [I241 of the effective interaction parameters obtained in o u r fit appear quite reasonable. T h e value of F,,, defined by agrees well with the n m r data on dilute o-Hz pairs in p-Hz, (28) , and o u r values for tlie E, are in reasonable order-of-magnitude agreement with the theoretically calculated, unrenormalized, E,. T h e calculations of Raich ct 01. (19) give E, = -0.06, E, = -0.81, E, = -0.48 G H z . Froni the anisotropic potential given in (29) one can extract3 the values E, = -0.42, E, = -0.57, E, = -0.91 G H z , where only the R -~ and R -a contributions are included. T h e main disagreement between these values and [I241 is in the sign of E, and this may be related t o our incomplete inclusion of the quasi-static distortion effect. T h e values obtained for Eo and E, in ref. T h e other difrerences between the two theories d o not seriously affect the quality of the overall fit, b u t they d o lead t o appreciably different values for the effective paranieters. F o r example, the parameter j; chosen in HBH t o describe the renormalization o f the second-order E Q Q interaction, was assigned tlie value f = 1. 111 view of o u r result [82] for the corresponding renormalization factors [go] , this means that the effect of the two-body terms involving Fo2/B was underestimated in H B H by amounts varying from 50 to 70%. T h e effective quadrupolar reduction factor, rc,,/Fo, is varied in HBH independently of the renormalization of the polarization interactions and of the EQQ-induced strain, whereas in o u r theory the relations between these effects a r e taken into account, cf. Sect. 4 .
T h e EQQ-induced strain is treated in H B H on the basis of a more sophisticated model than the o n e used in Sect. 4C. However, the main effect is con- exp (-~,II$,,)/J.,!-~
